
 

 
8. How To Set Up Ads Manager Account 

 
 

In order to run your Facebook Ads, you will first need to set up an Ads Manager Account.  
 

● You will have to provide a credit card for Facebook to keep on file.  
○ Be sure to keep track of that card’s expiration date or if it gets too close to its limit. 

Facebook will stop ads if they can’t bill you and it takes a few days to get back up and 
running.  
 

● Click on the link below to start setting up Ads Manager 
https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager 
 

● You will need to go to payments and add your credit card information.  
  

● Once you have done that you can start creating your Facebook Ads! 
  
  

How To Run Facebook Ads 
 
 

 
  

 

https://www.mybluecowmedia.com/
https://www.facebook.com/micro_site/url/?click_creative_path%5B0%5D=link&click_from_context_menu=true&country=US&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fbusiness%2Furl%2F%3Fhref%3D%2Fads%2Fmanager%26cmsid%3D200000840044554%26creative%3Dlink%26creative_detail%3Dadvertiser-help-center%26create_type%26destination_cms_id%26orig_http_referrer%3Dhttps%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F%26search_session_id&event_type=click&last_nav_impression_id=03NrvSSaFZ8XdQ1Yg&max_percent_page_viewed=35&max_viewport_hei
https://www.facebook.com/micro_site/url/?click_creative_path%5B0%5D=link&click_from_context_menu=true&country=US&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fbusiness%2Furl%2F%3Fhref%3D%2Fads%2Fmanager%26cmsid%3D200000840044554%26creative%3Dlink%26creative_detail%3Dadvertiser-help-center%26create_type%26destination_cms_id%26orig_http_referrer%3Dhttps%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F%26search_session_id&event_type=click&last_nav_impression_id=03NrvSSaFZ8XdQ1Yg&max_percent_page_viewed=35&max_viewport_hei


 
 
Go to Facebook Ads Manager to begin creating Ads. 
 

● Click the Green “+Create” button to get started. 
 

● Guided Creation versus Quick Creation 
○ You will choose Guided Creation.  Facebook will walk you through all the steps required 

to create your ad.  
○ Click the link below for Facebook’s tutorial or you can follow along with me as I take you 

through the creation of an ad step by step! 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/898399293584952 
 

● BRAND NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR REALTORS AND LENDERS!!!! 
○ As of August 2019, Facebook now requires you to self-identify which ads of yours will be 

“housing” specific”.  Here is the disclosure from Facebook: 
 

■ “If you're based in or targeting the U.S. and are creating a campaign that 
includes ads for credit, employment or housing offers, you must choose the 
category that best describes your ads. Any new or edited ads that aren't 
correctly categorized won't run until they're edited to comply.” 
 

○ Click here to learn how this will impact your Facebook Ads 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/898399293584952
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/898399293584952
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zvOromOtx4YN7MHzBK8KAg7Au40FbKL7_rpHlKzIvU4/edit


 
 

● Campaigns versus Ad Sets versus Ads 
○ For the sake of getting used to putting together an ad, we are going to keep things super 

simple.  We aren’t going to get super complicated or fancy.  We are going to make one ad 
for your first campaign.  SO…instead of creating a campaign that has multiple ads in it, 
which can get confusing to start with, it will just have the one ad in that campaign. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/613846972027099  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

● Awareness versus Consideration versus Conversion 
○ We need to determine the objective of this first ad.  Is it to get in front of as many people 

as possible, is it to maximize video views, is it intended to capture a lead’s name and 
email address? 

○ Choosing the Right Advertising Objective: 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1438417719786914?helpref=page_content 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/613846972027099
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1438417719786914?helpref=page_content


 
 
 

 
 
 

● Name Your Campaign 
○ Because we are only going to have one ad in this campaign, we are going to name the 

Ad and the Ad Set the same thing.  Choose a name that will remind you what you are 
trying to accomplish.  This will help when you have multiple ads running and you are 
reviewing how well the ads are performing. 

■ ex: 1234 Main St Open House Ad 
■  
 
 

 
 



 
 

● Name Your Ad Set 
○ See step above in Name You Campaign 
○ Repeat 1234 Main St Open House Ad 

 

● Where do you want to drive traffic? 
○ Drive traffic to your website unless you specifically are looking to engage with your folks 

through Messenger 
 
 

 
 
 
 

● Who is your Audience? 
○ Custom Audiences 
○ Create a Custom Audience From a List 

■ Copy every email address you have, for those you would consider to be part of 
your Sphere of Influence, and dump them into a CSV file.  A CSV file will look 
identical to an Excel Spreadsheet, however when you save it, change the format 
from “xls” to “csv.” Facebook will only allow you to upload email lists that are 
formatted as CSV files. 

■ Once you have run some different audiences and you have had the chance to 
test/learn what does and doesn’t work, you can begin implementing some 
additional audience building strategies. 

■ Click the link below for step by step instructions on how to upload the list to 
Facebook. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/170456843145568 
 

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/170456843145568


 

 
 

● Create a Custom Audience from Only People Who Have Viewed Your Videos  
○ You can create new audiences that are comprised of people who have viewed your prior 

videos.  You can target an audience solely comprised of people who watched 25% of a 
video, 50% of a video, 75% of video…and so on.  This is so powerful!!   It allows you to 
create additional content for those people who have already engaged with your 
marketing...as they are more likely to engage again. 

○ Click the link below for step by step instructions on how to create this audience. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1099865760056389 
 

● Create Custom Audiences from People Who Visit Your Website 
○ You can create new audiences that are comprised of people that have clicked on an ad 

directing them back to your website.  The idea being, we want to put more content in front 
of the people who have already engaged with our marketing as they are more likely to 
engage again. 

○ Click the link below for step by step instructions on how to create this audience. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1474662202748341 
 

● If your ad has an offer that promotes “housing,” such as your listings, open houses, 
neighborhoods, etc, the Facebook Ads platform has placed additional limitations on how you are 
able to run these types of ads.  You can and should still run “housing” specific ads, but realize 
that your ability to target areas and people with the specificity you could before, is now limited.  

○ If the ad you are running is housing specific, please refer back to the link below to learn 
what additional limitations are in place for your ads.  
 

Click here to learn how this will impact your Facebook Ads  
 

● If your ad is purely a branding ad, there are no new limitations placed on your ability to run 
Facebook ads.  For some Realtors, this change will be a tough pill to swallow.  However for you, 
it will be a blessing in disguise as you replace your hyper-local/hyper-targeted housing ads with 
your branding ads.  It will force you to start putting out content that allows people to connect with 
you as a person.  It’s that personal content that will really help you grow your business. 
 

● Follow the steps below to create your branding specific Facebook ads.  Don’t get locked into the 
idea that you can only run lead generation or farming ads with your housing specific content. 
There is nothing that limits you from running your branded ads to people in a specific 
neighborhood or asking people to reach out to you if they would like you to share a professional 
referral.  Please refer to my Branding Library for ideas on the various types of content you can 
produce. 
 

● The steps below will be very similar for both housing-specific ads and branded ads.  I have noted 
the differences in the link above (referencing how housing specific ads have changed). 

 
 

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1099865760056389
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1099865760056389
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1474662202748341
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zvOromOtx4YN7MHzBK8KAg7Au40FbKL7_rpHlKzIvU4/edit


 

 
 

● If you are trying to Farm a certain area 
○ If your content is housing-specific 

■ Choose the neighborhood you would like to farm.  Pick an address that is centrally 
located within that neighborhood and type that address into the search bar.  You 
will see the address populate and a 15 mile radius will appear around that home. 
That is the new minimum radius required vs the previous 1 mile radius.  

○ If your content is branding 
■ Choose the neighborhood you would like to farm.  Pick an address that is centrally 

located within that neighborhood and type that address into the search bar.  You 
will see the address populate and a radius will appear around that home.  Use the 
toggle bar to change the radius so that just the neighborhood you are looking to 
farm is covered within that radius. 
 

● If Your Intent is Lead Generation. 
○ If your content is housing-specific 

■ Choose the area you would like to target.  Type your address into the search bar. 
You will see the address populate and a 15 mile radius appear around that home. 
Use the toggle bar to expand out the radius until you have a radius that covers the 
area you are trying to target.  Use the meter on the right side of the screen to 
gauge your audience size.  You don’t want to be too broad or too specific. 

■ If you don’t want to use an address and you would prefer to use a city as your 
focal point, you will see that the radius starts at 25 miles and only goes down to 15 
miles.  Once again, use the meter on the right side of the screen to gauge your 
audience size.  You don’t want to be too broad or too specific. 

○ If your content is branding 
■ Choose the area you would like to target.  Type your address into the search bar. 

You will see the address populate and a 15 mile radius appear around that home. 
Use the toggle bar to expand out the radius until you have a radius that covers the 
area you are trying to target.  Use the meter on the right side of the screen to 
gauge your audience size.  You don’t want to be too broad or too specific. 

■ If you don’t want to use an address and you would prefer to use a city as your 
focal point, you will see that the radius starts at 25 miles and only goes down to 15 
miles.  Once again, use the meter on the right side of the screen to gauge your 
audience size.  You don’t want to be too broad or too specific. 

 

 Open Houses – 2 Methods 
○ In this case, the content is housing specific so the new limitations will apply 
○ Where Intent Is To Attract Other Sellers (i.e. future clients):  

■ Choose the neighborhood you would like to target.  Type your listing’s address 
into the search bar.  You will see the address populate and a 15 mile radius 
appear around that home.  Use the toggle bar to change the radius so that just the 
neighborhood you are looking to target is covered within that radius. 

 
 



 

 
○ Where The Intent Is To Drive Traffic To The Open House: 

■ Choose the area you would like to target.  Type your listing’s address into the 
search bar.  You will see the address populate and a 15 mile radius appear 
around that home.  Use the toggle bar to expand out the radius until you have a 
radius that covers the area you are trying to target.  Use the meter on the right 
side of the screen to gauge your audience size.  You don’t want to be too broad or 
too specific.  

 
 

 
 
 

● Audience 
○ Locations 

■ Reminders: 
● When you use a city as your focal point, the minimum coverage radius is 

15 miles as of August 2019.. 
● When you use a specific address as the focal point, the minimum 

coverage radius is 15 mile as of August 2019. 
● You can use multiple addresses in the same ad.  So if you are trying to 

farm more than one area with one ad, you can.  
○ Age  

■ If your content is housing specific please note the new limitations will apply 
■ If your content is branding specific... 

● Choose the population you wish to target 
○ Gender  

■ If your content is housing specific please note the new limitations will apply 
■ If your content is branding specific... 

● Choose the population you with to target 
 
 



 

 
 

○ Detailed Targeting  
■ This is one of the most important features of the Facebook Ads machine.  It allows 

you to create an audience that most closely resembles your ideal audience.  Just 
remember when putting this audience together that it cannot violate the Fair 
Housing Act or be discriminatory in who you are choosing to target or exclude. 
Just make sure you aren’t building audiences on any of those protected classes. 
Stick to the parameters below and you will be fine. 

○ Interests to include 
■ If your content is housing specific please note the new limitations will apply. 

However, you should still have access to key interests like Zillow and other related 
options: 

● Type in Zillow and choose the option that is labeled as “Interests” 
● Now click the Suggestions button 
● You will now see a whole list of similar interests.  Include as many of those 

as you like.  
● You will notice that as you include more interests your population should 

be changing. 
● At some point, your population may stop changing as you continue to add 

suggested interests.  This is because the populations are beginning to 
overlap one another, so there are no new people being added to your 
audience. 

■ If your content is branding specific… 
● You will have no limitations on your ability to use interests 

○ Refine Your Population Further 
■ If your content is housing specific please note the new limitations will apply. 
■ If your content is branding specific… 

● You can stop there, but again, what makes Facebook ads so powerful is 
it’s targeting capabilities.  You can continue to refine your audience by 
selecting the Narrow Your Audience feature.  This allows you to refine your 
population even more. 

● If you would like your ad population to include people who are searching 
on Zillow AND must ALSO have an interest in the city in which your home 
is being sold, you can do that (assuming the city shows up in the search 
bar as some smaller cities or towns may not appear).  You can narrow by 
employer, education level and a ton of other options.  Just keep an eye on 
your audience size on the right side of the screen.  You don’t want your 
audience size to get too small. 

○ Interests to exclude 
■ If your content is housing specific please note the new limitations will apply 
■ If your content is branding specific… 

 
 
 



 

 
 

■ Select the “Exclude” feature and type in Real Estate Brokers. 
● You will want to exclude Real Estate Brokers not not because you don’t 

want them to see what you are up to, because you don’t want to pay for 
other Realtors engaging with your content as they are obviously not who 
you are trying to target.  You want to focus on the people who will be 
buying and selling homes.  That is unless other Realtors are your intended 
audience for a particular post.  In that case, you would flip the script and 
make the audience just Realtors. 

○ Save This Audience 
■ You will likely find that you are reusing audiences quite often. I strongly 

recommend that you save your audiences as you go so that you aren’t recreating 
them from scratch every single time.  Click the link below to learn how. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/help/ads-manager-app/736876326407603 
  

 
 

 
 
 

●  Budget and Schedule 
○ Decide how much you want to spend on your ad every day. 
○ SOI Ads – Start with $1-$2 per day and see what your frequency is at the end of 30 days 

■ Once your frequency gets up around 2 (people have seen your ad on average 
twice), it’s usually time to create a new Facebook Ad. 

○ Farming Ads – Start with $1-$2 per day and see what your frequency is at the end of 30 
days. 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/help/ads-manager-app/736876326407603


 

 
 

■ Once your frequency gets up around 2 (people have seen your ad on average 
twice), it’s usually time to create a new Facebook Ad. 

○ Open Houses - Typically you will run these for the 3-5 days prior to your Open Houses. 
Start with a $1-$2 per day and adjust based on the video views or traffic you are getting. 

○ Click here to learn more about budgets: 
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/214319341922580?helpref=page_content 

 

● Campaign Bid Strategy 
○ Leave at Lowest Cost Option 

 
 

 
 
 

● Audience Size 
○ Specific vs Broad 

■ As discussed above, you will see a meter on the right side of the screen that 
changes as you continue to alter your audience.  While this is a helpful tool, just 
use this as a guide for your audience creation.  It’s ok to use a specific audience 
and test it out to see how it converts.  Remember, it may cost a bit more to put 
ads in front of people when the audience is specific, but you may also be reaching 
the exact people who are most likely to buy or sell.  If you test this idea and see 
that you are getting engagement with a specific audience size, then go for it!  If 
not, then remove some of your parameters and expand your audience until you 
get the results you are looking for.  This process is a never-ending test and learn 
process. 

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/214319341922580?helpref=page_content


 
 

 
 

○ Estimated Daily Reach 
■ As you increase your ad spend, your daily estimated reach should be increasing 

as well.  Remember, the estimated reach is just a best guess on Facebook’s part. 
You really won’t know how many people each day will see your ad until you start 
running them.  The actual reach will ultimately depend on how successfully you 
put together your Facebook Audience and Creative for your Ad. 

■ Click the link for more information about Estimated Daily Reach 
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1438142206453359 

● Link Clicks 
○ Based on your ad spend, Facebook will also provide a projected number of ad clicks per 

day.  Again, this is a best guess based on your daily dollar spend.  There are so many 
variables that impact an ad’s success that you can’t put too much stock into this number. 
Just use it as a guide.  

○ Click the link for more information about Link Clicks 
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/659185130844708 

 
 
 

 
 
 

● Identity 
○ Make sure that your ads are linked to your Facebook Business Page.  If you have more 

than one Business Page, double check it’s the business page for your Real Estate 
Business. 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1438142206453359
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/659185130844708


 
 

 
 

 
 
 

● Format 
○ Carousel 

■ You will typically want to use the “Single Image or Video” for most of your Real 
Estate Ads early on.  Once you get more comfortable with the Ads Manager 
program, feel free to try out different formats to see what you can do with them.  

■ Click the link below for more info on the Carousel Format: 
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide/carousel/facebook-feed/traffic 

 

● Single Image or Video 
○ This will be the format you use most often.  It allows you to use single images or 

videos for your ads.  It also allows you to post multiple pictures in one ad.  This 
works well if there is a home with multiple rooms you would like to promote, or 
multiple homes you would like to share in one ad.  
 

● Collection 
○ Add an Instant Experience 
○ This is another format that you can use.  For the time being, focus on getting 

comfortable with the Single Image or Video format.  Once you get more 
comfortable with the Ads Manager program, feel free to try out this format to see 
how you can use it.  

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide/carousel/facebook-feed/traffic
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide/carousel/facebook-feed/traffic


 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

● Add Media 
○ Add Image 

■ Download any images that you own directly to your Ads Manager media 
library so that you can use them in your ads. 

■ It is imperative that you only use images that you own, otherwise you could 
be subject to copyright infringement.  Same with music and videos. 

■ You can also browse Facebook’s library of stock images as well. 
■ Click Add Images and look at the top of the page where you will see a tab 

titled Stock 
 

● Add Video 
○ Download any videos that you own directly to your Ads Manager media library so 

that you can use them in your ads. 
○ It is imperative that you only use videos that you own, otherwise you could be 

subject to copyright infringement. 
 

● Text and Links 
○ Select the Link Type For Your ad 
○ Leave this as “website” 

 

● Primary Text 
○ This is where you will write the actual ad itself.  Remember these few things:  Your 

goal is to tap into an emotion with the first line.  If the house is near a lake, 
mention something about being able to use that boat every day and not just on  



 
 
 

 
 
the weekends.  If it’s in a great school district, mention something about the home 
being amazing because of it’s schools, etc. 

○ Good copywriting is a whole course in and of itself.  But, if you can tell a story 
while evoking some sort of emotion, you should be in good shape.  

○ Keep the text short.  People don’t want to read a lot. 
○ Make sure you always comply with all state regulations and rules for advertising, 

which may or may not include noting things like your name, brokerage’s name, 
IABS, phone numbers, emails, etc.  Check with your broker if you aren’t sure what 
the advertising rules are in your state. 

○ Your goal is to be able to get someone to engage with your ad through what they 
see in the photo or video AND with the first 3 lines of text that they are able to 
read in your ad.  Notice the “See More” link in the ad below.  We need to capture 
people’s attention with your first three lines of text so that they will click that link! 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

● Website URL 
○ More often than not, you are going to want to drive traffic to either your website or 

to a squeeze page.  
○ If your goal is to drive traffic back to your website, then simply type in your URL or 

the specific page on your website you are trying to drive people to. 
○ If your goal is to acquire leads through a squeeze page, then you will be using the 

URL provided by your CRM.  If your CRM allows you to create squeeze pages, 
you will simply compile a list of homes that fit the criteria you will be offering in 
your ad.  Once that is done, your CRM will provide you with a particular link that 
you will put into the Website URL box in Facebook Ads that will take people from 
Facebook to your squeeze page.  Once there, the person will have the option to 
opt-in to receive the list of homes you advertised, or they can simply close out the 
window and choose not to provide their info. 
 

● Driving traffic to your website is very powerful, as you will see after you set up your 
Facebook Pixel.  Long story short, the pixel is a snippet of code that Facebook provides 
you.  You then take that code and imbed it into your website.  The Pixel will be able to 
determine who is clicking on your Facebook ads and who is going to your website to look 
around.  With that information, we can then create new ads and only target those people 
that are engaging with Facebook Ads.  Why is this important?  Simply because your ads 
will perform better in the future when you are only putting them in front of the people that 
have engaged with previous ads.  If someone clicked on a picture of your listing, they did 
so because there was some level of curiosity there.  These are the people we want to 
keep engaged.  You can then create new ads sharing other listings and valuable content 
that they might find helpful.  It stands to reason that they will be more likely to engage 
with new and fresh content because they already clicked once.  The pixel can do a lot 
more, but this is just one powerful example.  

○ Learn how the Facebook Pixel works: 
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-pixel 

 

● Headline 
○ Make sure it’s short and direct.  It should never be so long that you run out of room to 

read the entire Headline.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13y0N1BZRBEQoBgBJUnZ7XVgFkk73u9dZ5-wLowwHAww/edit#bookmark=id.652hu3csqyuh
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-pixel
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-pixel


 
 

 

● Call To Action 
○ This is the link that people will click to visit your website.  Typically for these ads you will 

be selecting “Learn More” as your call to action.  By clicking on the Learn More button, 
they will be driven to the Website URL you entered above.  This will usually be your 
website, but it can also be landing pages and squeeze pages. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

● Formatting For Various Platforms 
○ Look in the middle of the screen for a set of 12 vertical icons. 
○ If you hover over each icon, you will be able to see how the Ad you are running will 

appear on each platform. 
○ If for any reason you want to change the ad before publishing, because of how the ad 

appears on certain platforms, alter the text until the ad is presented as you like. 
○ Remember that Facebook Mobile is likely how most of your audience will be viewing the 

Ad.  For that reason, it is important that above all other platforms, the Ad format for 
Mobile looks great! 

 

● Run Your Ad 
○ Hit the green Confirm button at the bottom of the screen and you are ALMOST live! 
○ Your Facebook Ad is now in review.  
○ If this is your first Ad, it may take some time to get this through the review process. 

Facebook will notify you via email when your Ad has gone live! 
 
 
 



 
  

Measure Results In Ads Manager 
 
 
Another great part of the Facebook Ads platform is their analytics tool.  Facebook provides a robust set 
of metrics that allows you to determine how your ads are performing. 
 

● Click here for links that walk you through Facebook’s Reporting and Ad Performance capabilities: 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/251850888259489?helpref=faq_content 
 
In the Ads Manager home screen, you will be able to choose the performance view for your ads.  On the 
upper right side of the screen, you will see a drop down button titled Columns.  Scroll through this 
feature to see the different metrics you can measure with each of your ads. 
I have found the “Performance and Clicks” and “Video Views” to be the two most helpful metrics, but you 
should play around so that you are familiar with all the options. 
Once you have run enough ads, you will be able to start comparing them to see which ones are 
performing optimally and which ones are not.  
 
 

● Some key stats & terms to keep in mind: 
○ Reach - The number of people who saw your ads at least once.  Reach is different from 

impressions, which may include multiple views of your ads by the same people. 
○ Impressions - The number of times your ads were on screen. 
○ CPM - The average cost for 1,000 impressions. 
○ Cost Per Results - The average cost per result from your ads. 
○ Frequency - The average (estimated) number of times each person saw your ad. 
○ Link Clicks - The number of clicks on links within the ad that led to destinations or 

experiences, on or off Facebook. For ads promoting Instagram profile views, link clicks 
include clicks on the ad header or comments that led to the advertiser's profile. 

○ Cost Per Link Click - The average cost for each link click. 
○ Clicks - The number of actual clicks on your ads. 
○ 3 Second Views - The number of times your video played for at least 3 seconds, or for 

nearly its total length if it's shorter than 3 seconds. For each impression of a video, we'll 
count video views separately and exclude any time spent replaying the video. 

○ Cost Per 3 Second Video View - The average cost for each 3-second video view. 
○ Thru Plays - The number of times your video was played to completion, or for at least 15 

seconds. Learn more. 
○ Cost Per Thru Play - The average cost for each ThruPlay. 
○ Video Watches 25%, 50%, 75%, 95% & 100% - The number of times your video was 

played at 25% of its length, including plays that skipped to this point. 
○ Video Plays - The number of times your video starts to play. This is counted for each 

impression of a video and excludes replays. 
○ Conversion Rate Ranking - A ranking of your ad’s expected conversion rate.  Click here 

to learn more.  

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/251850888259489?helpref=faq_content
https://business.facebook.com/help/675615482516035
https://business.facebook.com/help/675615482516035
https://business.facebook.com/help/611432918970668
https://business.facebook.com/help/659185130844708
https://business.facebook.com/help/675615482516035
https://business.facebook.com/help/743427195703387
https://business.facebook.com/help/2051461368219124
https://business.facebook.com/help/471190536725647
https://business.facebook.com/help/675615482516035
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/617529305373441


○ Engagement Rate Ranking - A ranking of your ad’s expected engagement rate. 
Engagement includes all clicks, likes, comments and shares.  Click here to learn more. 

○ Quality Ranking - A ranking of your ad’s perceived quality based on feedback on your 
ad’s post-click experience.  Click here to learn more.  

○ Last Significant Edit - The most recent date you made a significant edit to your campaign 
or ad set, which may restart the learning phase. A significant edit is when you pause your 
ad set or make a change to optimization event, audience or creative. Click here to learn 
more. 

○ Video Average Watch Time - The average time a video was played, including any time 
spent replaying the video for a single impression.  Click here to learn more. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/2351270371824148
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/303639570334185
https://www.facebook.com/help/942374239243867?helpref=faq_content
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1794520550789165

